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Abstract
The well-known Marschner-Lobb (ML) signal has been originally proposed for visually comparing 3D resampling
filters applied on the traditional Cartesian Cubic (CC) lattice. Recently, this popular benchmark is also used for
evaluating reconstruction schemes designed for the optimal Body-Centered Cubic (BCC) lattice and the subop-
timal Face-Centered Cubic (FCC) lattice. Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, it has not been thoroughly
studied whether the ML signal meets the assumptions that the theory of optimal regular volume sampling is based
on. In this paper, we try to find equivalent CC, BCC, and FCC representations for unbiased comparisons. For
the continuous reconstruction, we use comparable approximations of the ideal low-pass filter, and increase the
sampling frequency until the aliasing effects completely vanish. Based on these experiments, we show that the ML
signal is appropriate for comparing the CC and BCC lattices, but it is inappropriate for fairly comparing the FCC
lattice to the CC and BCC lattices regarding the visual quality of the corresponding reconstructions. In fact, the
ML signal very strongly prefers the FCC sampling due to the special shape of its spectrum. However, this property
can hardly be expected from a practical signal.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image
Generation—Display algorithms I.4.10 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]: Image representation—
Volumetric

1. Introduction

From a signal-processing point of view, direct volume ren-
dering can be interpreted as a 3D resampling task, where
the initial discrete volume representation has to be resam-
pled at evenly spaced sample positions along the viewing
rays. If the voxels represent samples of the underlying sig-
nal on a specific lattice, the resampling is performed as a
convolution of the discrete samples with a continuous fil-
ter kernel. The applied reconstruction filter strongly influ-
ences the quality of the rendered images. On one hand, fil-
ters of high approximation order are required to achieve high
numerical accuracy [MMMY96, MMMY97b]. On the other
hand, in volume visualization applications, the reduction of
visual artifacts also plays a crucial role. Therefore, different
reconstruction schemes are usually compared empirically on
synthetic or measured data sets. A comparison on practical
data is somewhat problematic, as it is not known exactly
how well the acquired data represents the underlying signal.
Consequently, it is difficult to determine how much the arti-

facts are due to the imperfect reconstruction filter or the im-
perfect data acquisition. To analyze reconstruction filters in
terms of visual quality independently from the data acquisi-
tion, Marschner and Lobb analytically defined a 3D test sig-
nal [ML94]. Although this signal is not band-limited, above
a practical Nyquist limit, it contains frequency components
of minimal amplitude. However, right below this practical
Nyquist limit, relatively high energy is concentrated. There-
fore, the reconstruction of the Marschner-Lobb (ML) signal
from its discrete samples is a challenging task. The ML sig-
nal is a widely accepted benchmark (cited more than 250
times), since it is appropriate for testing the visual quality of
different reconstruction schemes in terms of oversmoothing
(or detail preservation as opposed to oversmoothing), postal-
iasing, and isotropy at the same time.

The ML signal was originally recommended for com-
paring reconstruction filters applied on the traditional CC
lattice. Recently, reconstruction schemes proposed for the
optimal BCC lattice and the suboptimal FCC lattice were
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also analyzed by ML experiments [EDM04, CH06, Csé10,
EVDVM08,MES∗11,ME10,ME11]. However, we think that
these experiments need to be substantiated by a precise val-
idation of the ML signal for the BCC and FCC lattices. To
the best of our knowledge, such a validation has not been
published yet. Furthermore, it has not been thoroughly in-
vestigated how the sampling frequency has to be set to ob-
tain equivalent CC, BCC, and FCC representations of the
ML signal. If the sampling frequency is not sufficient, it
leads to prealiasing effects that could hardly be distinguished
from the postaliasing effect of a practical reconstruction fil-
ter. Therefore, the visual comparison of Cartesian and non-
Cartesian reconstruction schemes might potentially be mis-
leading.

2. Related Work

Since 1994 [ML94], in the literature on volume reconstruc-
tion, one could hardly find a paper that does not contain
an evaluation on the ML signal. Especially interpolation
and derivative filters [MMMY96, MMK∗98, MMMY97a,
THG00,Csé08,CD09b] can be compared depending on how
accurately they can reproduce the isosurfaces and the gra-
dients of the ML signal, respectively. Visual comparisons
were similarly made between spatial-domain and frequency-
domain resampling methods [AMVG05, LME04, CD09a].
The ML signal was used also for analyzing the visual qual-
ity of irregular volume rendering [LGM∗08] as well as iso-
surface extraction [CMS01, CTM03, ABJ05, MKRG11] and
refinement [Ber04] techniques.

2.1. Volume Sampling on Non-Cartesian Lattices

In the last decade, reconstruction filtering on the optimal
BCC lattice and on the suboptimal FCC lattice received
increased attention. Besides the theoretical substantiation,
the superiority of the BCC and FCC lattices over the tra-
ditional CC lattice has been also confirmed by sampling
the ML signal on these lattices and making visual compar-
isons of theoretically equivalent reconstructions [EDM04,
CH06, EVDVM08, MES∗11, ME10, ME11]. On the CC lat-
tice, Marschner and Lobb suggested to take 403 samples
from the interval [−1,1]3 [ML94], since this sampling fre-
quency guarantees that the passband contains 99.8% of the
energy of the ML signal. Considering the ML spectrum to
be spherically band-limited in a practical sense, equivalent
BCC and FCC representations are supposed to consist of
29.3% and 23% fewer samples [PM62, TMG01], respec-
tively. Nevertheless, in this paper, we demonstrate that the
ML signal gives an unfair advantage to the FCC lattice when
it is compared to the CC and BCC lattices (see Figure 1).
Thus, the ML experiments do not justify that the FCC sam-
pling ensures the lowest aliasing in general as suggested in
recent comparative studies [ME10, ME11, YE11].

3. Calibration of the ML Signal on the CC Lattice

In the spatial domain, the ideal low-pass filtering can hardly
be performed because of the infinite extent of the sinc ker-
nel. Alternatively, the sinc interpolation can be implemented
in the frequency domain [LME04,AMVG05], but it assumes
a non-band-limited periodic extension. Therefore, assuming
a real extension (i.e., taking the real discrete samples of the
test signal outside the interval [−1,1]3), we implemented
highly accurate approximations of the sinc interpolation, by
using very large Lanczos filters.

The Lanczos filter [TG90] is defined as follows:

L(t) =
{

sinc(t)sinc(t/a) if |x|< a
0 otherwise,

(1)

where parameter a is an integer controlling the size of the
filter kernel. The larger the value of a, the better the ideal
sinc kernel is approximated.

For the isosurface rendering, we implemented a high-
quality first-hit ray caster on the GPU using CUDA. This
implementation provided reasonable rendering times for our
experiments even though we used computationally expen-
sive reconstruction filters for resampling along the viewing
rays. Figure 1 shows the reconstruction of the ML signal
from 403 CC samples applying a Lanczos filter with a = 12.
Although such a large Lanczos kernel very well approxi-
mates the ideal low-pass filter, aliasing artifacts are still in-
troduced. These artifacts can be caused by either prealiasing
or postaliasing [ML94]. The prealiasing effect is due to the
insufficient sampling frequency, while the postaliasing effect
is due to the imperfect approximation of the ideal low-pass
filter. In order to ensure that the discrete representation it-
self does not introduce a prealiasing effect, we increased the
sampling frequency until the aliasing artifacts completely
disappeared. Similarly to the previous papers, the sampling
frequency is characterized by the number of voxels taken
from the interval [−1,1]3. Figure 2 shows that the resolu-
tion 453 still leads to a very slight oscillation of the outer
rings. This oscillation vanishes at resolution 463. Increasing
the number of CC samples from 463 to 473 does not make a
visible difference. Thus, to eliminate the prealiasing effect,
a resolution of 463 is already sufficient.

4. Calibration of the ML Signal on the BCC and FCC
Lattices

For proper sampling on the BCC and FCC lattices, we ap-
plied a similar calibration as for the CC lattice. The Lanc-
zos filter has been recently adapted to non-Cartesian lat-
tices [YE11]. To obtain prealiasing-free BCC and FCC rep-
resentations of the ML signal, we used the corresponding
Lanczos filter adaptations. Just as for the CC calibration,
we applied sufficiently large filters for the continuous re-
construction, and increased the sampling frequency until
the prealiasing effect completely disappeared. Alternatively,
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403 CC samples. 283×2 BCC samples. 233×4 FCC samples.

Figure 1: Reconstruction of the ML signal using large Lanczos filters. The ratios between the number of samples are set
such that the obtained CC, BCC, and FCC representations are equivalent according to the theory of optimal regular volume
sampling [PM62,TMG01], which assumes that the original signal is spherically band-limited. However, the FCC representation
still seems to be superior over the CC and BCC representations.

453 CC samples. 463 CC samples. 473 CC samples.

323×2 BCC samples. 333×2 BCC samples. 343×2 BCC samples.

233×4 FCC samples. 243×4 FCC samples. 253×4 FCC samples.

Figure 2: Calibration of the ML signal on the CC, BCC, and FCC lattices. The middle column shows equivalent prealiasing-free
representations.

equivalent ML representations could be obtained by search-
ing for resolutions that guarantee approximately the same
reconstruction error. However, this strategy does not ensure
that all representations are free from prealiasing, since the
smoothing effect of the applied reconstruction filters con-
tributes differently to the approximation error on the differ-
ent lattices. The results of our calibration are shown in Fig-
ure 2. On the BCC and FCC lattices, resolutions of 333× 2
and 243 × 4 already guarantee prealiasing-free reconstruc-

tions, respectively. Note that, compared to the CC sampling,
the BCC sampling of the ML signal provides approximately
the same reduction of samples that one can expect from the
theory of optimal regular volume sampling (333× 2/463 =
0.738≈ 0.707). On the other hand, the FCC lattice provides
a significantly higher sampling efficiency than it is expected
(243 × 4/463 = 0.5681� 0.77). This means that the ML
signal prefers the suboptimal FCC sampling rather than the
optimal BCC sampling. However, in the following section,
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we theoretically justify that the preference of the FCC lattice
has nothing to do with the assumptions of optimal regular
volume sampling, but it is more related to the special shape
of the ML spectrum.

5. Optimal Sampling of the ML Signal on the BCC and
FCC Lattices

The ML signal [ML94] is defined as

ρ(x,y,z) = ρ1(x,y,z)+ρ2(x,y,z), (2)

where

ρ1(x,y,z) =
1− sin(πz/2)

2(1+α)
,

ρ2(x,y,z) =
α(1+ρr(

√
x2 + y2))

2(1+α)
,

and ρr(r) = cos(2π fM cos(πr/2)). The parameters are set as
fM = 6 and α = 0.25. The Fourier transform of ρ1(x,y,z) is
ρ̂1(νx,νy,νz) =

2
5 δ(νx)δ(νy)(

i
2 δ(νz− 1

4 )+δ(νz)− i
2 δ(νz +

1
4 )). Thus, this component of the spectrum consits of three
Dirac impulses located along the z-axis. Since ρ2(x,y,z)
does not depend on the value of z, its Fourier transform
ρ̂2(νx,νy,νz) is non-zero only in the νxνy plane (ρ̂2 is modu-
lated by δ(νz)). Additionally, ρ̂2 is circularly symmetric and
practically band-limited [ML94]. Therefore, the spectrum of
the ML signal, which is dominated by ρ̂2, is disc-shaped.

Figure 3: Optimal arrangement of a disc-shaped spectrum
on different lattices. The green disc depicts the primary spec-
trum, whereas the red discs depict the aliasing spectra. As
the BCC lattice is the dual of the FCC lattice, in case of
FCC sampling, the primary spectrum is replicated around
the points of the dual BCC lattice. Vice versa, in case of
BCC sampling, the primary spectrum is replicated around
the points of the dual FCC lattice.

If the ML signal is sampled on a certain lattice in the spa-
tial domain, its disc-shaped spectrum is replicated around
the points of the dual lattice (see Figure 3) in the frequency
domain. However, to avoid prealiasing, the discs should not
overlap. Furthermore, the tightest arrangement of the discs
ensures the sparsest sampling in the spatial domain. Based
on Figure 3, it is easy to see that the BCC lattice guar-
antees the densest disc packing, since it contains twice as

many lattice points per unit volume as the CC lattice. In
contrast, the FCC lattice contains just around 1.4142 times
more lattice points per unit volume than the CC lattice (the
FCC lattice consists of four interleaved CC lattices of edge
length

√
2, thus its density is 4/

√
2

3 ≈ 1.4142). As the FCC
lattice is the dual of the BCC lattice, it is more efficient
for sampling the ML signal than the BCC lattice, which is
proven to be optimal for the spherically band-limited sce-
nario [PM62, TMG01].

Note that the sampling efficiency of the BCC lattice is ex-
actly the same for a spherically band-limited signal as for
a signal of a disc-shaped spectrum (the scaling of the dual
FCC lattices for these two cases is the same). Therefore,
the ML signal is a valid benchmark for testing BCC-based
reconstruction schemes. However, on the FCC lattice, 50%
fewer samples have to be taken from the ML signal than on
a CC lattice to guarantee a prealiasing-free volume repre-
sentation. This ratio is significantly better than the gain of
23% derived for spherically band-limited signals. As a con-
sequence, the ML signal is not appropriate for comparing
the FCC lattice to the CC or BCC lattices regarding the vi-
sual quality of the corresponding reconstructions, since due
to its disc-shaped spectrum, it gives an unfair advantage to
the FCC lattice.

6. Conclusion

The ML signal has been used for evaluating a variety of
volume reconstruction techniques. Nevertheless, in this pa-
per, we emphasized the importance of its validation for non-
Cartesian reconstruction schemes. For the CC, BCC, and
FCC lattices, we proposed a calibration method that can
be used to obtain prealiasing-free volume representations.
Interestingly, the suboptimal FCC representation provided
the best sampling efficiency. However, we have theoretically
justified that the ML signal strongly prefers the FCC sam-
pling, but mainly due to the special shape of its spectrum.
Therefore, we think that the previously published experi-
ments on FCC-sampled ML representations are rather bi-
ased, and do not confirm that the FCC sampling ensures the
lowest aliasing in general. Since, compared to the CC lattice,
the higher sampling efficiency of the BCC and FCC lattices
is derived from the reasonable assumption that the underly-
ing signal is spherically band-limited (i.e., the spectrum does
not contain preferred directions), a rigorous comparison of
FCC and BCC volume representations requires a test signal
that better meets this assumption, and does not give an ad-
vantage to either lattice. In our future work, we plan to find
such a test signal.
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